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ABOUT

In less than a decade IT sector has revolutionised each realm of our life. Unarguably; it has changed the concept and direction of business world across the globe.

We are proud and over the moon to share that among the myriad of IT companies Webcom Systems is the foremost authority to bring this change in our region. Since our inception in year 1998, Webcom is scaling new heights with its international standard services and sincere efforts. Our innovative, customised and holistic IT solutions and services give synergy to any business in achieving goals. To deliver value to our customers our team of IT experts conducts thorough research to cater customised IT solutions like web development, web designing, web promotions, networking solutions, e-commerce development, animation, SEO, SEM, consultancy, outsourcing, project management, maintenance, support and many more. We always take long term, low cost disciplined approach which delivers value throughout the cycle. Such progressive thinking of our global R&D and technical networks enables us every time to deliver leading solutions.

Let us now talk something about our presence across the globe. As a top IT solution provider, we are making rapid strides in many countries from America, Asia, Europe and Middle East. Not directly, but yes with our partners we are making our presence felt even in most remote and untouched markets. We are not at all doubtful to announce that with our growing turnkey solutions we are growing swiftly.

Coming to our expert team, we are small and focused team of more than 100 experts who always foster innovation and learning culture. We have pooled industries best well qualified software engineers at our excellence centre in Chandigarh, India. From here our team constantly work with empirical approach to deliver path breaking IT business solutions. Thinking of professional and time saving end-to-end IT solutions and nothing else is the motto of our team’s work culture. Last but not least, 24X7 working hand-in-hands with all our clients and partners is the highlight of our team’s work culture.

As a synonymous of IT Solution Company, we always work hard for your money. Find exceptional IT solutions to prop up your business by joining the bandwagon of successful companies. Make up your lost ground! To know more about our IT services kindly contact our experts.
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Core Values

By efficiently managing complete IT infrastructure with low cost solutions, our purpose and aim is to enable companies to focus on their core business only. We are proud of having a prime motto of altruism. Our core values to achieve this target are:

1. Believe in delivering quality only
2. Commitment to innovation and excellence
3. Positive team spirit
4. Passionate and determined
5. Work with reliability, loyalty, honesty
6. Optimistic and efficient
7. Work with sustainable eco-friendly ways
8. Commitment of doing good for society

Mission Statement

As a synonym of a complete IT solution provider company we are eyeing to combine reliability, marketing strategies, quality products and best customer service with competitive prices to deliver enduring customized solutions to all our esteem customers. With our short term actions and long term market focused approach we are constantly producing top results thereby nurturing value for our clients. Unlocking the true potential of our clients to enable their business to excel swiftly is our sole mission. We are striving to become one stop shop destination for IT solutions and consultancy.

Vision Statement

Webcom Systems is working earnestly with grit to become a globally respected foremost authority as IT solution provider enterprise. We believe in constant simple user friendly innovations that support business houses to realize their true potential. We also believe in making our company a great enviable learning platform for all our employees in order to nurture loyal partners and clients. In short, practically to become most admired IT company for its people, partnerships and performance. We well understand our responsibility as a global citizen and hence constantly believe to focus on sustainable measures to make our planet green. We believe in reducing our carbon footprint as much as possible.
Financial Strategy

"Firm financial strategy is one of our company’s building blocks.”

Corporate financial strategy carries its own importance for an organization. But without a well-defined usage and knowledge about financial strategy, even a big corporate house fails to make the desired impact. It is pertinent to mention here that inappropriate usage of finances mars the prospects of market growth. Therefore, in order to rise above rival companies and reach higher echelons it is necessary to keep the fire burning with sustainable flow of finances.

Taking all this into account, financial planners of Webcom System have adopted a firm and sustainable model of financial strategy. For this sustainable model, our top financial advisors formulated a precise investment strategy for the company based on the business objectives, resources and future plans. Excellence of our detailed financial strategy is that it addresses all significant aspects related to finances like operations expenditure, investments, cash flow, productivity, product/technology development cost, accounts payable and accounts receivables. Big picture here is that while conceptualizing this asset management strategy we casted thorough spotlight on our short term as well as on long term plans.

![Financial Chart - 2005-2016](image_url)
Financial Strategy

Let's have a brief look at our monetary history. Nearly two decades back in year 1998, we commenced our business with support of loans from local banks. Gradually, we marched ahead on our financial roadmap by upholding the delicate balance between company's assets and liabilities. Our strategic thinkers intelligently raised appropriate amount of capital before going to the next stepping stone. In the same time period, long term contracts with some of the reputed corporate houses generated substantial amount of profits for us. We further wisely invested big share of our profits for company's establishment and development. This obviously created more and better business opportunities thereby further strengthening the inflow of revenues. Bottom line of our financial growth is that since our inception we are constantly on the rise. Firmly standing on this solid platform of previous year's success, we have touched the figure of 100 million INR in the year 2015.

Further, future looks promising as we have undertaken new big government projects. With new big projects in our bag the financial revenue generation figure for the current year is expected to double itself. In addition, we are sure to generate more revenues in future pertaining to our big off-shore expansion plans. All in all, with sound financial strategy we are now war ready to tackle burgeoning revenues from our successful business.
Infrastructure

Although we have the best infrastructure in our league, yet we believe there is always scope of improvement. Moreover, every year new clients are associating with us and hence our profitability and cash flow are also touching new heights. Considering all these advancements Mr. R.K Vatts, CFO and Infrastructure Manager of Webcom Systems is earnestly working further to improve business infrastructure to deliver value to our esteemed customers.

Brief detail of our business infrastructure is given below for your ready reference.

1. Facility Infrastructure:
   - 2 floors with 3000 sq ft development and operations centre
   - Underground well spacious parking
   - Neat, clean and green surroundings having all basic amenities
   - Unfailing 24X7 power back up
   - Round the clock security

2. IT Infrastructure
   - 100 high end sophisticated work stations with own exclusive and secure file share server
   - E-CAT6 cabling – Switches and GIGABIT interconnectivity
   - Redundant remote server for disaster recovery and back up

3. Data Connectivity
   - High speed independent internet lease line with DSL backup

4. Windows 2012 Server OS
   - Fire walled Proxy Server & SSL Encryption /VPN
   - Network Audit on a weekly basis

5. Data Security
   - Fire walled Proxy Server & SSL Encryption /VPN
   - Network Audit on a weekly basis

This is certainly not the end there are many more exciting stuffs about our business infrastructure. Just contact us to explore more details about our wide basic and IT infrastructure.
Management Roles & Responsibilities

- Research, Technology and Platforms
  - Software Products
  - Website Development
  - Software Development
- International Sales and Management
  - Marketing Team
  - Solution Sales Management
  - Customer Business Teams
- Delivery Execution
  - Delivery Capability Management
- Corporate Affairs and Communications
  - Legal and Compliance
  - Human Resources
  - Business Excellence
  - Information Technology

- Corporate Team
  - Mr. Anil Baweja (IT Head)
  - Mr. Avinash Sharma (Business Head)
  - Ms. Priyanka Kapoor (Operations Head)
  - Ms. Preetinder Kaur (CDO)
- Executive Team
  - Mr. Ravi Luthra (CDO)
  - Mr. Sharad Kamra (MD)
  - Mrs. Minakshi Kamra (CFO)
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Management Team

Webcom's Management team consists of experts and innovators from in field of Technology, Business and visionaries that lay the founding stone of the business. The team has made it from initial phase to today's business stance, with full-fledged, completely owned set of variety of operations.

The presence of Webcom is global and it is known and recognized by a talented team, who put in their hard work and efforts to help Webcom attain great heights of success.

With a mix of domain, technology & project management experts, we bring the complete team to every project we take on. Our people work with enthusiasm, and a drive to be the best. Their innovative spirit and ambition to be the best encourages them to voice new ideas without any fear as ours is a company of minimal hierarchy and makes Webcom a congenial place to work.
Our locations

WEBCOM SYSTEMS

www.webcomsystem.net
Webcom Systems as a one stop IT service provider offers array of on-site as well as off-site business IT services which includes:

- IT services
- Project Management
- Consultancy
- IT Out Sourcing

Curious about how we can transform your business? And wish to blow away the competition? Just give us a call! Our IT consultants will be more than happy to assist you.

Keywords: Information technology, computer consulting services, consulting services, technology consulting, IT support, IT support services, IT service provider, business IT services, IT outsourcing, IT consultants.

**IT Services**

Application of computer and internet has revolutionized all the sectors from health care, education, entertainment, banking, retail, insurance to manufacturing. With mushrooming of virtual offices it has brought paradigm shift in the market thereby altering the whole course of business across the globe. Although the fundamentals of business will remain same but to make mark in a specific arena companies certainly has to evolve as per the changing IT sector. Therefore, in this altered business ecosystem to achieve exponential success a company certainly requires professional IT support services.

Good news is that to hit the sweet spot of any business Webcom Systems provides trustworthy, responsive, flexible and prompt business IT services. Our information technology support services helps to quickly evolve as per the changing landscape. By running part or complete of technology operations on behalf of a company we enhance both its productivity and efficiency. As an experienced IT consultant having proven track record we ensure following advantages to the clients:

- Give competitive edge
- Augment operational competence
- Trim down costs
- Perk up customer experience
IT Services

Our rich portfolio of information technology consultancy to deal with all on-site or off-site IT infrastructure needs and turnkey solutions includes:

- Software Solutions
- Web Solutions
- Graphic & Multimedia Solutions
- Networking Solutions
- Quality Assurance & Testing
- Application Maintenance & Support
- Turnkey Solutions
- Offshore Development
Software Solutions

“Robust, lean and 360° software solutions to engineer your victory”

Irrespective of business every corporate house dreams to touch new horizons with each passing year. However, now day’s business success depends on connectivity that a corporate house establishes with its customers and clients. Now, challenge for all corporate houses is how to enhance their connectivity?

Understanding all such abstruse state of affairs, team Webcom has come up with robust, lean and 360 business software solutions. Our future ready computer software solutions help corporate houses to draw a circle of connection around the world. Our quick and cost effective software solutions empower our customers by boosting their bottom line. Greatest advantage associated with our software solutions is that being quick and cost effective they bring substantial savings on execution costs. This is just a beginning as after execution our software solutions aids in making business functions fast, precise, cheap and better. And consequently our holistic software solutions enhance productivity and consequently the profits.

We are proud to share that our diligent software development IT team always tries to bring unique one of a kind experience for every customer. We have a team of more than hundred software developers who are well acquainted with all knowledge about industry verticals to revolutionize software ecosystem by a long way. No matter whether a problem is basic or complex with custom software our experts add value thereby streamlining various company processes.

In nut shell, we are committed to offer strong, agile and innovative software applications. Our experts are always ready to assist you in choosing the just ideal business software to fit all the needs of your company.
Interactive Application Development

“Get into the habit of winning with our Interactive Application Development services”

Believing that marketing workforce alone has all the resources to influence the sales and profits of the organizations is certainly not true. As trusted marketing force web applications make a business process automatic and hence comprehensively enhances its effectiveness as well as efficiency. Going further web applications also strengthen the communication with user’s thereby excellently promoting a business.

At Webcom Systems, we take pride in sharing that we create powerful bespoke web apps that meet specific requirement of a client. We always strive to craft unique and innovative app solutions with in strict coding guidelines and standards. Further, to well integrate with all mobile operations our IT specialist’s team simply use structured framework programming practices. We have hired industries best tech specialists having in depth know-how in .Net technologies, ASP, XML, PHP, and C/C++ to develop web apps supported by all sorts of engines like SQL, CodeIgniter or Oracle. Big picture is that our team has years of experience in creating mobile apps for IOS, Android and Windows.

Coming to the costing part! Than following best programming practices forexceptional level of quality at an affordable price is our work culture’s intrinsic quality. Pertaining to all these abilities, our apps creatively support companies to maximize engagement time and generate loyalty among their current customers. Not only this with our apps we support our client to reach new customers and hence increase footfall. Icing on the cake is that we believe in shaping user friendly interactive apps that are close to customer’s heart.

Register market presence of your company with our creative prowess in developing comprehensive interactive application solutions. Contact us to talk more about our interactive application development services.
Custom Application Development / Maintenance

At individual level we all enjoy different styles and tastes. Have a close look at nature. We are sure you will observe variations or distinction in nature too. In fact, it is an important attribute of nature and actually is an inevitable reality. At Webcom Systems, we thoroughly respect and appreciate this reality.

As a global web application development company, we well understand this fact that same reality applies in business world too. Every company has its own budget, pace, time and taste pertaining to their unique needs and contrary business practices and processes. Considering this, we offer powerful and one of a kind custom application development / maintenance solutions to our esteem clients. Not only just offering, we specialize in developing scalable customized applications to give competitive advantage to our clients. With our custom app development, we first and foremost aim to automate day to day operations to make functionality of a company smooth and swift. Next big thing about us is that we offer full cycle custom application for website, mobiles and desktops all under one umbrella.

Going a step ahead than all our competitors, team Webcom is a unique blend of experienced and well qualified top web developers to offer custom web application development based on user’s GUI (graphical user friendly interface) requirement. Addressing all gaps of a system our team has full command to design web applications on any software platform or languages. Outline of our work culture is that we always strive for quality for customer focused delivery.

Make smart choice! Hit the nail on the top with fined tuned bespoke application process framework for outstanding performance right from the beginning. To learn more about our complete custom application development / maintenance solutions contact us. You may also email your queries. Looking forward to answer all your questions!
Reengineering Services

If business process redesign to meet demands of emerging markets is in your agenda, then only thing left is to choose the most suitable and trusted reengineering solutions provider i.e. Webcom Systems. Besides this continuous business reengineering process has become a need of the hour as with growing reliance on computers hacking industry in also rising.

At Webcom Systems, with our comprehensive BPR consulting we facilitate companies to exceed their organizational goals and objectives. Apart from this, ensuring far reaching secure automatic operations with tested BPR model is another thing we always look for our client. All in all, our business process reengineering methodology holistically support in reshaping workflows to improve key performance criteria such as cost, delivery, quality, time and resource management.

Our proven methods of intelligent process redesign and hands on practical experience allow our clients to surpass preset echelons. Pertaining to our cutting edge solutions our clients rely on our inclusive reengineering strategy for optimizing their end-to-end processes to gain competitive advantage. As a virtual team we also provide redesigning services to off shore clients also. We also give necessary training to staff at clients end for apt assimilation of reengineering process as well as to make them tech savvy with respect to new workflows.

Our game changing reengineering methods to challenge all sorts of soft and hard barriers, foster innovation and reduce time comprises of following steps:

1. Identifying business processes which need urgent redesigning.
2. Identifying factors creating interference in business process change.
3. Supports and manages individual change.
4. Supports to organize outcomes of business process.
5. Providing tools and techniques to support client’s work force to swiftly sail across the change process.
6. Bringing only the vital sophistication and automation thereby giving enough space for creativity to breath in technical environment.
7. Building exciting, learning process flows having short feedback loops for regular and efficient observation.

Well, this is just a brief of our real time reengineering services. We have much more in our pool for doing complete makeover of any business.
Web solutions

“Website is the wheel of life for any business”

As an online presence of a company, website or domain name is actually the face of a company. And in today’s cutthroat competition who want to lose business pertaining to online nonexistence. In fact, website as a most powerful marketing tool shapes the growth of a business. Not only the companies look for potential customers, in search of better products or services even customers also keep on exploring new companies. And website is actually the most promising way by which customers are expected to hit upon you. However, having a website is one thing and maintaining it regularly is other. Needless to highlight that it requires specialized website developers.

Webcom Systems as a promising partner help corporate houses to develop as well as maintain their website without any trouble. With our comprehensive professional web solutions we help clients to achieve just right equilibrium in their business. Our specialized web services include a rare blend of designing, development and maintenance. Few of our significant web solutions are given below:

- Website Development
- Web Multimedia
- Intranet Development
- Web Promotion
- Web Hosting
- E-commerce
Website development

Website development is technology as well as an art. It is indeed a joyful amalgamate of intellect and creativity. Since our inception in year 1998, IT experts at Webcom Systems are practicing this craft. Great thing is that our IT experts master both its science and art. Our web developers always work diligently with an ideal recipe to conceptualize designer websites for a company.

We offer customized static as well as dynamic web development solutions depending on the requirement and budget of the corporate house. Having best web development tools accompanied with current practices and established methodologies we are specialized in developing website on flash, php, asp, html etc. We work hard for your money to give just the right online identity to your company profile.

If you are still on crossroads about whether to go for an exclusive company website or not, than just have a glance at the benefits of having the website:

- Enhances visibility on global scale
- Provides 24X7 accessibility to customers
- Proven advertising and marketing tool
- Acts as most trusted sales force
- Most credible method of promotions
- Cost effective method of showing presence
Web Multimedia

What if your website is not Search Engine Optimized? Obviously the search engines will fail to display your website on first page. Now, million dollar question is how many of us go beyond the first page of search engines? In nutshell to become best in the business your website need to be Search Engine Optimized. It is the easiest way by which your most prospective customers will locate you promptly. Thus first and foremost search engines are responsible to bring the maximum traffic on your website. This is where SEO come in.

We as top SEO Company help businesses to step by step climb the ladder of search engines to the most enviable position of no. 1. Big thing is that we are specialized in both on page as well off page search engine marketing. Our seo expert have thorough know how of seo basics like inserting just the right keywords, using perfect titles, metatags, meta descriptions, hyper text (links), link exchange, images, videos, graphics, audio and frames for best website seo. We have coveted team of top seo consultant, content writers, bloggers to work assiduously in order to hit the bully’s eye of seo marketing. Give a call to put us to the test to improve your seo ranking.

After having understood the crucial role of website development, let’s have a close look at significance of web multimedia. Web multimedia play’s a decent role in making a company website more dynamic. Companies now days have great urge to become more vibrant in line with TV or CD-ROM. Rightly so as it give new dimension and make the website full of life thereby ensuring extra customer engagement. More the time a customer will spend on a website, more the business will flourish and consequently the profits. However, introducing a multimedia web design and giving dynamism to any website is a challenging affair.

IT experts at Webcom Systems have well accepted this challenge. Our web design and multimedia experts are specialized to bring on desired vitality to any business website. Our web multimedia design solutions ensure more citations thereby positively perking up the ranking of any company on the Search Engine Result Pages and that too in an organic way.
Web Promotion

"Let us promote your website & let your website promote your business"

Having an exclusive own website to hone up the business is the need of the hour. However, many times businesses still fail to register their sound online presence. Even a novice can guess the reason for the same as like any brand or product, a website too require aggressive promotions. It is focused activity which needs to be executed on regular intervals to get more and more citations. And we all well understand that online citations are directly proportional to the business and ultimately to the profits. Bottom line is that attracting suitable web visitors is critical for any company.

Webcom Systems as the leading web promotion company of the region having hands on experience of providing game changing website promotion services. We have mastered the craft of on-line (Email Marketing, Blog Marketing, Social Media, Advertising, Search Engine Marketing and SEO) as well off-line (Direct Mail, Publicity, Networking, Public Speaking, Television & Radio Advertising, Newspaper Advertising) website promotions to make your website well visible to most significant customers. Web promotion is a three phase process and we as your trusted companion assist you to get through all the bottlenecks.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

What if your website is not Search Engine Optimized? Obviously the search engines will fail to display your website on first page. Now, million dollar question is how many of us go beyond the first page of search engines? In nut shell to become best in the business your website need to be Search Engine Optimized. It is the easiest way by which your most prospective customers will locate you promptly. Thus first and foremost search engines are responsible to bring the maximum traffic on your website. This is where SEO come in.

We as top SEO Company help businesses to step by step climb the ladder of search engines to the most enviable position of no. 1. Big thing is that we are specialized in both on page as well off page search engine marketing. Our SEO expert have thorough know how of SEO basics like inserting just the right keywords, using perfect titles, metatags, meta descriptions, hyper text (links), link exchange, images, videos, graphics, audio and frames for best website SEO. We have coveted team of top SEO consultant, content writers, and bloggers to work assiduously in order to hit the bully’s eye of SEO marketing. Give a call to put us to the test to improve your SEO ranking.
Web Hosting

Webcom System as a top hosting company strengthens corporate houses by providing the most trusted web hosting services. You can host your own website and users with online systems for storing information, images, videos or other content accessible via the World Wide Web. In our hosting services we offer unlimited webmail, advanced protection from viruses and spam's, unlimited storage facility, online address book, round the clock support, monitoring and back up. We have dedicated server hosting facility to give regions most cheap hosting or webspace. Looking to get the competitive advantage? Webcom Systems have got the right stuff to help you with best web hosting.

E-commerce

"We are here to realize your potential. Just start selling..."

Just 8-9 years back a new model of business made inroads in the Indian landscape. From year 2010 this new model started getting popularity. This new model of online shopping has changed all the rules of game thereby creating booming ripples in the business world. As per reports e-commerce business is growing at an annual rate of 55%. Consumers from far flung areas are now coming on this new platform for shopping. All these high points certainly are raising the level of competition. From this very point role of trusted and tested e-commerce site builders become significant.

With Webcom Systems build a solid platform for your business of online commerce. We give customized e-commerce solutions to bring life in the digital experience of your esteem customers. Right from the commencement of concept to implementation to post sales services our team works quickly in coordination with parent organization. This obviously enhances citations as well as the engagement time with customers and consequently the sales. Moreover, we are shaping e-commerce business of our clients exactly as per the specifications given thereby providing exclusive tailor made services. All in all, with our broad experience as e-commerce website builder we helped hundreds of our clients to generate huge revenues. Don’t lag behind just contact our experts to ensure success of your e-comm business.
Graphic and Multimedia Solutions

“A good website without appealing graphics and multimedia features is like a hook without bait. Just go for graphics and multimedia solutions to boost your websites prospects.”

To kick start any website in an appealing manner definitely a company adds graphics, videos, images and many more such visually attracting features. Apart from making a website more engaging these features helps to cast spotlight on the company’s work culture, vision, mission, values and objectives. Website is actually the face of the organization and hence it regularly requires revamping services to keep visitors engaged as well as well informed. As per an old saying “Beauty is whatever that gives joy” (Edina St. Vincent Milley). Hence, don’t even think twice to augment the beauty of business website with impressive features after all it’s a matter of company’s identity. Moreover, multimedia solutions are the most effective means to convey ideas.

With Webcom Systems graphic and multimedia solutions you can substantially grab the attention of online visitors. Our team of multimedia designers works diligently to create original and innovative web graphic design to generate more views as well as to add market value. To bring a website on the forefront we have recruited the most efficient creative team that strictly works with in the budget and timelines given by the clients. In addition, with our on site and off site multimedia and graphics services we are positioned firmly to help our clients to be more competitive.

Our multimedia services are powered with following features:

- Logo / Banner designs
- Brochures / E-Brochures
- Flipbook designs
- Intro presentation
- Advertisements
- Corporate profile presentation
- Product catalogue / E-Catalogues / Flash Catalogues
- Training / Tutorial presentations
- 2D-3D Animation
- Walkthrough
- PDF Catalogue
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Quality Assurance & Testing

All the software solutions developed undergo following cycle of testing:

**Requirements Analysis:**
Testing begins in the requirements phase of the software development life cycle.

**Design Analysis:**
During the design phase, testers work with developers in determining what aspects of a design are testable and understand what parameter those tests work.

**Test Planning:**
Test Strategy, Test Plan(s), and Test Bed creation.

**Test Development:**
Test Procedures, Test Scenarios, and Test Cases & Test Scripts to use in testing software.

**Test Execution:**
Testers execute the software based on the plans and tests and report any errors found to the development team.

**Test Reporting:**
Once testing is completed, testers generate metrics and make final reports on their test effort and whether or not the software tested is ready for release.

**Retesting the Defects**
In this cycle applications are passed through following levels of testing:
- Component testing tests the minimal software item that can be tested.
- Component integration testing exposes defects in the interfaces and interaction between integrated components.
- System testing tests an integrated system to verify that it meets its requirements.
- Acceptance testing allows the end-user or customer to decide whether or not to accept the product.
- After modifying software, either for a change in functionality or to fix defects, a regression test re-runs previously passed tests on the modified software to ensure that the modifications haven't unintentionally caused a regression of previous functionality.
Application Maintenance and Support

It has been observed that many good companies find it hard to run even their most coveted high revenue generating projects. The reason is they have never done the maintenance work for their project. Moreover, to have edge over the rivals companies have to quickly adapt themselves as per the ever altering dynamics. App maintenance gives an opportunity to quickly adapt as per prevailing market dynamics.

We are proud to announce that we have years of experience of this arena. With our excellent application support and maintenance services domain knowledge we give additional value to a company. Our application support maintenance works on the fundamental principle of adapting, correcting, perfecting and preventing. Best part is that in case of any urgent situation our executives provide exclusive on time services at client's site to meet business objectives.

We are extending the investment value of not only the local clients but also delivering the value to our offshore clients. We offer annual maintenance plans which are tailor made as per the client's requirement. Round the clock assistance facility for our customers is another feather in our application maintenance services. To get more insights about our services give us a call.
Off Shore Development

"Turn the tables with our proven off shore development services"

Webcom System has always worked with a farsighted developmental vision to bring the paradigm shift in the market. Pertaining to this approach in no time we have established our IT solutions and services as best in the business. Not only confining to local limits, as top Offshore Development Company we have surpassed the boundaries and have incisively penetrated the off shore global markets. We are swollen with pride to declare that with our 'up to the mark' international standard services we have outshined even the local players of foreign lands.

Precision and clarity are the two hallmarks of our offshore programming. Our professional offshore developers team work with utter discipline to deliver custom software development that too strictly within set framework, budget and time lines specified by client. As a virtual office for client, we assist throughout the life cycle of project i.e. during concept development, establishment of set up, operations, resource management, maintenance and training. In one line, we have proven track record of offering A to Z IT solutions. Not finished yet! Going a step further then our rivals we have established a separate ‘Offshore Development Center’ (ODC) to exclusively take care of our off shore clients.

Few highlights of going with offshore application development services are given below:

1. Cost effective
2. Specialized services
3. Gives access to large pool of experts
4. Offers quality
5. Delivers complete services
6. Provides improved flexibility
7. Round the clock ease of use and availability
8. Reduces liability
9. Trim down risks
10. Helps client to focus on their prime business
Project Management

"Specialized in effective project management we transform concepts into reality"

No corporate becomes successful just by putting ideas on the paper. Important and big thing is that how precisely and timely a corporate implements its ideas on the ground. Harsh reality is that path from idea to reality is uneven and tough. Therefore, even well established players of the market need a reliable partner for assistance at each stage.

Here the role of Webcom System becomes significant. We assist corporate houses in giving shape to their dreams by transforming concepts into realities. We are proud and over the moon to share that we have successfully undertaken project management tasks for some of the markets large and mid profile corporate houses. We believe in offering pro active solutions to meet cost, time lines and targets of a project. Great thing about us is that from supervision, inspection, training to commissioning, we meticulously take care of each phase related to a project plan. Moreover, to keep the momentum going we always work with low cost disciplined approach that makes us unique in our league. Not easy but we are masters in taming the natural project chaos to reduce all sorts of risks.

Let’s have an insight about our project management team. Developing ‘hand in glove’ like relations with clients to shape an integrated team is our inherent character. Our proficient team easily understands complexities of big projects by paying utmost care and attention to every detail. There is more like with its assiduous working culture our team provides necessary agility to a project plan. Last but not least, it is pertinent to mention here that we have equipped our expert team with state-of-the-art project management techniques. Irrespective of your geographical location (On shore or off shore) remember our team is well equipped to deliver value added management services for maximum returns to our clients.

In nutshell, differing as ‘chalk and cheese’ from rivals we always strive for successful project management. Unquestionably, with our project management system we have given exceptional operational efficiency to projects of all our clients. All this enabled us to craft a separate niche as top Project Management Company of the region. In the end, you can freely rely on our expertise to look your dreams growing in right direction.

To get more insights about our past and current project management tasks kindly contact our experts.
Project Preparation and start up

No dream can turn into a reality unless or until you don’t have a plan. Well developed plan with a disciplined approach in fact plays a critical role in the success of a specific project. We strongly believe in this and hence before initiating any venture we first chalk out a project plan. Best part is that we simply go with living project plans only. So, that in case of bottlenecks or roadblocks we can always make necessary modifications considering prevailing situation at that particular moment. However, before initiating the work on ground we cast thorough spotlight on all significant components of a project plan. We work with open approach where discussion with projects promoters, partners and stakeholders over the roadmap regularly takes place.

Furthermore, our project managers use latest project management tools like SWOT, LFA and project management apps to every time hit the sweet spot of a project. Not only this, with our tools we improve quality as well as do cost cutting for client.

Few significant aspects of our proved and trusted project management methodologies are given below as a ready reference:

1. Project conception
2. Resource evaluation
3. Project description and planning
4. Discussion of planning and implementation guidelines
5. Define roles and responsibilities
6. Contract preparations
7. Risk management
8. Project execution
9. Project monitoring
10. Project performance evaluation
11. Project close
Project Resource Management

With our up to date project resource management planning we help clients to avoid that sinking feeling of resource mishandling. We look forward to give benefit of cost savings to our clients, by managing their all sorts of project resources like finances, employees, inventory, IT and production. Going further, we are well aware that every project schedule is a multi track event. Hence, by ensuring availability of just right resource, at right place, on right time, we swiftly take project schedule to its concluding point. Avoiding under or over allocation of any resource to any specific section of a project plan we guarantee higher productivity of our client. Ensuring this we work with flexible resource management plans for easy juggling among multiple tasks. This simply gives us an edge to keep the project pace always on the top of the mountain.

It does not matter for us from where we obtain project resource i.e. internal source (client) or external source (third party), gelling quickly to make a cohesive unit is our natural quality. Not only this, practice of conducting regular meetings with clients to deliver timely information about any change in the resource management plan or project schedule sets us apart from our competitors. With our super organized resource planning style we share timely information about risks and limitations related to a specific project.
**Technical Management Responsibility Areas**

**Implementation management**
- The technical manager is responsible for planning and managing the application implementation.
- The technical manager leads the implementation planning, plus the commissioning and integration work to obtain customer acceptance of the application elements.

**System acceptance testing**
- Definition of all acceptance processes, procedures, criteria, and system acceptance test plans that are in line with the terms and conditions of the contract with the customer.
- Tracking and monitoring of acceptance progress, clarification of any open issues, and the definition of action plans needed to have a pro-active approach to avoid delays in acceptance.
- Monitoring of key performance metrics and fault resolution with the customer to make sure that business needs are met and that quality of service is maintained as agreed.

**Fault management**
- Support for application modules integration. If problems are encountered at integration, the technical management team takes the lead in troubleshooting and fault resolution activities until all faults are identified and the module is successfully integrated.
- Impact analysis to determine the extent of the fault. In some cases, the outcome of a failure report may be a software correction.
- Fault management is supported by Webcom’s customer care organization.
Configuration Management

Management of customer software release upgrades and updates, as well as maintaining a reference list with required software/hardware levels and parameters as agreed with customer.
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**Figure 3: Verification Phases**

**Project Planning:**

During a kick-off and consequent planning meetings with the customer following topics are agreed:

- Non-disclosure agreements (NDA)
- Technical scope
- Processes and documentation
- Share of responsibilities
- Schedule
- Reporting

**Scope definition and test case planning:**

In this phase the test case list together with required tools and test equipment, test configuration and other prerequisites will be defined. Prior to start of the testing activities all involved parties will review the processes, test cases, and schedule, and explicitly agree and commit to the test plan.
Consultancy

"With our consultancy services we make business landscape smooth by crafting more income generation streams for a corporate house."

It has often been observed that even many good corporate houses find it difficult to enter new arenas of market. The reason is, they have no expertise and lack ample IT knowledge about how to penetrate a new market. Consequently, they fail to analyze, synthesize and organize their IT development strategies. By and large, startup companies too face such unwelcoming odd situations. Certainly, there are certain points and rules that are relevant to all kinds of businesses. Let’s be fair and accept this harsh reality.

To overcome such hostile market situations, Webcom System with its deep domain knowledge provides wide ranged positive IT consultancy services. We offer critical consultancy for both business and IT applications to run swiftly, perk up the performance, trim down costs and speed up returns on investment. Additionally, reinventing new income streams to excel our client’s growth and market penetration is our prime motto. With Industries best practices we always take long term, low cost and well defined strategic approach to deliver value throughout the consultancy cycle. Such progressive thinking of our global R&D and technical networks enables us every time to deliver leading value added consulting and services.

We well understand that each business has its own necessities and limitations. Hence, after meticulously understanding the client’s needs, current processes, budget and time lines we offer bespoke consulting services. This obviously enables us to give exclusive customized leading edge solutions to fit a specific client’s requirement. There is more in our bag, as from our technologically well equipped office we are competent enough to offer international consultancy to forward thinking off shore clients. Greatest advantage of working with us is that we have recruited well experienced project management consultants having deep industry knowledge. Last but not least, commitment to serve our esteem clients even beyond ‘terms and conditions’ of contract agreement sets us apart from our rivals. Bottom line is that we have all necessary features to give strength and depth to our wide spread consultancy business.

Don’t lag behind! Just hone up your market presence with Webcom Systems top consultants.
Outsourcing

“With our path breaking business outsourcing services we let our clients to focus on their core area”

We offer integrated end-to-end business outsourcing services especially for corporate houses which are not satisfied by just ‘good enough’. Besides this, if we look at today’s competitive market processes than outsourcing is not at all just an option but it is a necessity. And it is a necessity more than ever for emerging companies willing to run their operations round the clock that too with minimum essential infrastructure.

At Webcom Systems, we have industries best expertise equipped with operational excellence and advanced technology to get to the bottom of even toughest of the problems. Our years of experience to simplify the business process enable us to understand unique needs of a company thereby improving its productivity, profitability and also trimming down the risks. Not only this, our best practices actually revolutionize client’s capabilities and hence support client to carry out a sustainable process in line with market demand.

In addition, as a top notch outsourcing provider we allow corporate houses to focus on their core business. We also strengthen our client’s market position by deputing our technical experts at client’s end to manage all sort of back office transaction processing. Therefore, working as an extension of client’s core team we offer matchless benefits like cost cutting, increased efficiency and access to well qualified skilled resources.

Outline of our exceptional business process outsourcing services is that we seek our success in client’s success only. You can easily start an era of successful transformations in your company by picking our outsourcing services. Further, we cordially invite you all to discuss and learn more about the benefits of outsourcing.
Data Entry Services

If convenience and ease of data management is what you value most, then you should consider our data entry outsourcing services. Justifying our position as a top data entry services company, we are offering everything from 100% accuracy to highspeed. Preparing data on the media of choice within the budget and time limits of clients is what we always aim to deliver. We submit data entered in CD-Rom or DAT tape on daily, weekly or at the end of the job as per the client’s specific requirement. No matter whether you require offline data entry or online data entry services, we deliver both under one roof. Apart from this, we have a pool of specialist typists proficient in data entry process and utterly dedicated for making quick data entries. Needless to mention, that we work at such an affordable price that no one else can even come close to it.

Not only for a one or two specific projects big picture is that, we are consistently carrying this good work from last more than a decade. Our excellent rapport among our top notch regional as well as global (off shore) clients is a ready testimony of our excellence. In short, with our seamless services we ensure operational superiority and hence give competitive advantage to all our clients.

Data Processing and Data Conversion Services

Since our inception in year 1998, Webcom Systems attracts some of the top grade companies across the globe for data processing and data conversion services. We are excited here to share that gaining advantage of our exceptional data processing and data conversion services our clients have reached next levels of success.

We are specialists in summarizing gargantuan abstruse data into simple cohesive formats for ease of understanding. Not only this, we have full command in business data processing on any technical platform to accomplish tasks in a quick manner. Our work efficiency never goes down even if we have to deal with large volumes of raw data. Following the stipulated time frame our team of experts always carries an assignment with hundred percent accuracy and speed. Going further, using our state-of-the-art processing technologies and data conversion tool we ensure full data security as well as zero data loss. Best part is that until the client satisfaction, our team works endlessly to process a data as per specifications given.

Now, let’s have a close look of our data processing and data conversion services. From survey processing, forms processing, cheque processing to insurance claim processing, credit card processing and examination results processing we offer wide ranging data processing services. While our data conversion services include conversions of PDF, PowerPoint, Excel, JPG, Text, HTML, Doc, Image, XML and many more.
MIS and ERP Solutions & Support

Our myriads of IT services embrace exceptional MIS and ERP solutions and support. Let's first have a close look at our Management Information Systems (MIS) solutions. With our action-oriented MIS software, we manage information systems to bring efficiency in the operations of a company. We believe in a systematic approach in which we first evaluate the technological needs of an organization. After this we conceptualize a quick to set up futuristic technology strategy for your clients to augment their investment returns. Acting as communication and planning tool our MIS solutions give overall picture about the company operations thereby supporting companies to scale, grow and succeed. Not only this, our MIS techniques help companies in making quick decisions thereby giving them competitive edge over rivals.

Let us now talk of our next generation Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions for transforming and bringing agility in any business model. Our forefront ERP software supports to enhance productivity of the companies. Our multifunctional ERP information system provides internal support to different business process for able resource planning. From product planning, purchase, manufacturing, sales to inventory our ERP experience supports to operate in real time. Considering the distinctive needs and functional approach, we offer bespoke ERP technologies to cater different corporate verticals across the globe.

It will not be wide of the mark, if we mention here that we are continuously setting new benchmarks in IT world with our best-in-class software techniques. Pertaining to cost-effectiveness picking our MIS and ERP solutions certainly offers a lifetime opportunity to outshine rivals. Don’t lag behind! Just avail the benefits of Webcom Systems MIS technology and ERP process to reach the pinnacle.
E-Accounting Services

“Our dynamic e-accounting solutions support companies to stay organized in their books”

Managing books or accounting often is a cumbersome activity for corporate houses. Any oversight, shortfall or error in managing books can prove expensive as well as detrimental to company’s reputation.

Like a trusted partner, Webcom Systems can get you out of such perilous situations. Offering a one-stop-shop destination for all accounting needs, we help companies by assimilating internet technology with their accounting operations for maintaining electronic records. Helping companies to adopt electronic accounting system we improve their operational productivity. Hence, by delivering much needed pace to financial operations we support companies to complete their tasks on time and that too with accuracy. Not to mention, that our ultra modern accounting software apparently give respite to client employees of acute stress thereby positively enhancing their output. Adding another dimension to our services we also offer offshore online accounting services.

Pertaining to our forward thinking approach and progressive technologies our clients never look beyond our services. Great thing about our working culture is that by building trust we always strive for long term partnerships with our clients. Thanks to our exceptional personal approach quality, companies completely reply on us to maintain their accounts and books. If by now you have not approached us to avail our amazing e-accounting services, than we are sure you will soon approach us. As, our work and clients speak for us giving ready testimony of our class and modern way of doing business.
E-Business

"Lot of companies perceive it as a business, but for us developing e business strategy is a passion"

Out rightly rejecting the e-business potential can prove detrimental for a corporate house. Great news is that, Webcom Systems houses all the talent that companies need to transform their operations into electronic business. All this is possible under one umbrella of Webcom Systems, as we offer holistic information technology support for A TO Z business operations. By bringing technology and making operations automatic we actually save client's resources, be it time or finances. Focusing on multiple components our e business systems boost functionality and pace that too with negligible errors. Not only this, with our e business applications we have proven record of enabling companies to serve their customers in a much refined manner. And we don't need to explain what unsurpassed customer services do for a corporate house.

Furthermore, sailing on our exceptional round the clock customer service we are daily adding to our clientele. Changing the business landscape we are also offering e business services to off shore clients. In short, with our forward looking e business models we are building next generation brands. Don't wait any longer! Make smart choice by transforming your business into real time e-business.

www.webcomsystem.net
# Technical Knack

## Databases
- Oracle, SQL Server, Access, MySQL, PostGre SQL, PL/ SQL, SYBASE, Mongo DB

## Technologies & Languages
- C, C++, VC++, C#, VC++, .Net
- VB, VB.NET, MS.NET, .NET CF
- Java, JSP, EJB, Java Script, Servlet
- ASP, ASP.NET
- Crystal Reports 9.0 for .NET
- Oracle D2K, Forms and Reports
- Power Builder, XML, XSL, XPATH, XML Encryption
- Castor XML Binding, HTML, DHTML, Cold Fusion
- PHP, PERL, "Web Blog Server"
- Flash, Photoshop, Dreamweaver
- CGI, DCE
- EDM, DCOM, MS Exchange
- SOAP, Developer 2K
- Power Builder

## Operating Systems
- Windows NT/XP/Linux/Red Hat Linux, Menden, Ubuntu, Sun Solaris

## Methodologies
- UML / Rational Unified Process
- Design Patterns
- ER Modeling
- OOPS
- Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1
- Agile, Codeigniter
- Microsoft Development Environment 2003

## Graphic Skill-set
- Graphics Interface Application development
- Image editing / Photo-finishing
- Vector drawing
- Interactive graphics
- HTML authoring / Web publishing
- Audio / VIDEO editing (Streaming media)
- 3-D image / 360° panorama rendering
- VRML
- Animated graphics
- Adobe Photoshop and Macromedia Dream Weaver / Flash

www.webcomsystem.net
GEO SENZ
INDUSTRY:- IT/GPS/ADVERTISING

1. ARGUMENTS CITIZEN SAFETY AND SECURITY:
No city can become a smart city unless or until it is not secure for its citizens or even tourists etc. Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz+ adds a new shield of security for everyone. In case of any odd situation user can promptly trigger an alarm by sending messages to nearby police station and family members.

2. HELPS IN BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Public transport is going to be the backbone of any smart city. Without its correct and latest information it will become difficult to reach a certain destination on time. Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz+ won’t let its user to fall in soup. It provides thorough information about local routes, fares, timings, ticketing system and many more related aspects to the user.

3. PROVIDES GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY:
Better a person knows a city, better the chance of its survival becomes. Here, Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz+ become hands as they provide all information to the user about any happenings in the city; it updates its users about local news, special announcements, traffic jams, happenings, points, celebrations, accidents and many more.

Any new city is a sort of forest, where anyone can land in the wrong box. However, Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz +, as the most trusted companion, help to guide the new dwellers and tourists. It provides all sort of significant information about major tourist spots, hotels, restaurants, shopping centres, hospitals.

5. Aids in promoting civic sense among citizen.

Good citizen unarguably, make a city smart in true sense. Government bodies can make citizen aware about their duties with support of Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz +. They can also promote social campaigns and other necessary information to keep the city clean and green. Local governments can collect referendum of citizen on specific issues.

6. For advertisement and promotional purpose.

Companies can make best out of Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz +, as it is let more simple and swift to run advertisement, promotional or marketing drives. Retail outlets or shopping malls can easily send notifications to prospective customer about their discounts and new products. All in all, hitting the bull’s eye is lot more simple now.

7. Supports to collect gargantuan data.

Huge data build-up with help of Geo Sensz and Geo Sensz + and this can further be used for many purposes like understanding customer behavior, developing customer relations, doing nice marketing and much more events.
Some of our Products:

ORDER MATCHING EXCHANGE
INDUSTRY - FINANCE / STOCK TRADING

Overview:

Order Matching Exchange is the most advanced electronic exchange system, where broker can add any of the instruments for trading. Clients can swiftly check price, can fix limits and trade on live rates of the instruments.

Our Order Matching Exchange works according to a standard price/time priority algorithm, which means that at first order with better price will be matched. In case orders are at the same price, every order come with time stamp and the one placed earlier will have priority in execution. Each limit order (e.g. buy limit at 1.2245 vol. 100,000) placed by the client is sent to aggregated order book building brokers’ own liquidity and reducing spreads for trading clients.

This means that trades can be executed at brokers’ clients prices. If this limit order meets with other client order (market or limit) transaction will be executed by Matching Engine, which will result in a transaction directly between two clients. About 30-35% of all trades are executed as a result of limit orders, this is your potential saving.

Order Matching Engine Exchange is one of the fastest and the most robust Matching Engine Exchange technology for the retail forex market and Crypto Currency Trading. It has exhibited technical superiority with:

- Execution speed of over 50,000 transactions per second;
- Less than 3 milliseconds of execution latency;
- Strict price/time priority matching algorithm;
- Open order book with full market depth.
TRADING PLATFORM
INDUSTRY: - FINANCE / STOCK TRADING

Overview:-

Web Trader is our all new web-based trading application. It is perfect tool to attract new clients and stimulate existing client's trade more. It allows your client to trade directly from your website. It was designed to look, feel, and function in a way that is similar to downloadable Direct Market Access platforms, while offering the convenience of access from any PC or Mac with an internet connection. Web Trader is completely customizable, provides users with streaming real-time data, and offers fast and intuitive order entry and execution to meet the needs of savvy investors and traders. Users can trade stocks and options from a single screen for a seamless trading experience.

Web Trader basically a terminal, which has all features of standard MT4 Platform and required no download and installation. It provides you an easy way and accessible from any location via browser. Basic types of charts with one click trading, basic set of analytical tools, customizable interface, and access to the main services of your Live Account directly from the platform menu.

Features:
- Simple and convenient User Interface
- One Click Trading
- Supports all types of Trading operations
- Real Time Quotes in Market Watch
- Configurable Charts
- Open Demo Account
- Solid Security and reliable system
Golden Eye Technical Analysis Software

INDUSTRY :- TRADING TOOLS & SOLUTION

Overview :-

Golden Eye software is one of the most modern and trending technology available in the trading industry. It is the product of quality research, in-depth knowledge and proper implementation.

Features:-

It uses the most understandable and user friendly tools to manage the trading. The most important and significant features are listed below.

Charts are always easy to understand, and the software prepares charts for price pattern and market trend.

All the detailed features like Head and Shoulder, Double Reversal Patterns, Technical Indicators, are easily understood from the software. It also simplifies to look up the moving averages, lines of support, channels and trending and also the resistance according to the market.

Transformation of price and other data like up and down of market and mathematical calculations are done by the software itself. These are all market indicators including advantage data and decline data which can easily displayed by the high quality Golden Eye Software.

There are as many as 26 strategies in built in the software. So, you will always have an upper hand in trading strategies.

The Golden Eye has the capability to show the PIVOT point. Along with it also populates the different kind of resistance in the market. It also provides the support in Live Market.
FIBONACCI is one of the most advantageous features present in Golden Eye. It can work on 89 days moving average by the virtue of the feature.

The credibility of Golden Eye further increases with the wisdom features of it. It helps you to understand where to enter the market and where to exit. This is a great boost for the investors and traders.

In addition to it, Golden eye gives you idea about where to keep the loss and where to keep the profit with the help of differential support and resistance level.

There is no need of any other software or data feed once you start using Golden Eye. It covers all segments and all aspects of the market with large coverage. The signal accuracy is more than 90% provided you have followed the parameters properly.
Some of our major Products:

FUNDZME
INDUSTRY: CROWDFUNDING

Overview:

Crowd funding is a method of raising capital through the collective effort of friends, family, customers, and individual investors. This approach taps into the collective efforts of a large pool of individuals—primarily online via social media and crowd funding platforms—and leverages their networks for greater reach and exposure.

From tapping into a wider investor pool to enjoy more flexible fundraising options, there are a number of benefits to crowd funding over traditional methods. Here are just a few of the many possible advantages, which we'll cover in greater detail later in this guide:

Reach — By using a crowd funding platform like Fundzme, you have access to thousands of accredited investors who can see, interact with, and share your fundraising campaign.

Presentation — By creating a crowd funding campaign, you go through the invaluable process of looking at your business from the top level—its history, traction, offerings, addressable market, value proposition, and more—and boiling it down into a polished, easily digestible package.

PR & Marketing - From launch to close, you can share and promote your campaign through social media, email newsletters, and other online marketing tactics. As you and other media outlets cover the progress of your fundraise, you can double down by steering traffic to your website and other company resources.

Validation of Concept — Presenting your concept or business to the masses affords an excellent opportunity to validate and refine your offering. As potential investors begin to express interest and ask questions, you'll quickly see if there's something missing that would make them more likely to buy in.

Efficiency — One of the best things about online crowd funding is its ability to centralize and streamline your fundraising efforts. By building a single, comprehensive profile to which you can funnel all your prospects and potential investors, you eliminate the need to pursue each of them individually. So instead of duplicating efforts by printing documents, compiling binders, and manually updating each one when there's an update, you can present everything online in a much more accessible format, leaving you with more time to run your business instead of fundraising.
GEO SENZ IS CHANGING THE WAY PARENTS AND KIDS STAY CONNECTED
INDUSTRY: IT/GPS/ADVERTISING

Geo Senz is a product developed by Webcom Systems. Geo Senz is the smartest and unique concept designed for kids and loved ones. It helps parents to locate their child all the time to have sense of satisfaction when their loved ones are away. It alerts parent when kinds are out of safe zone or when they have emergency.

Geo Senz tracker is a perfect companion for the kids when they are out to explore the world or in their adventures without intruding their sense of freedom.

Geo Senz tracker make you wonder how this tiny device talks to satellites to get precise position, speed & direction & send it directly to your smart phone.

Geo Senz is a venture, committed to developing next-generation remote Child Tracking Devices in order to immediately locate:

- Missing Children
- The Active Elderly
- And Even Pets

The company’s management philosophy is based on responsibility and mutual respect, while encouraging ownership of responsibilities to help foster personal and professional growth.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
INDUSTRY: IT/GPS/

ANTI-DROPPED: At the bottom of the watch there is embedded optical sensor, whether perceived from the child’s wrist, accordance to the principle of light perception, a message will sent to their parents phone.

POSITION: Both of GPS + LBS base station double positioning technology, achieve all day real-time location tracking, more accurate positioning than 99% smart watch of the market!

ELECTRONIC FENCE: Create a safe area zone, once a kid out of this zone, it will alarm by APP and SMS.

COMMUNICATION: 3 family no's registered on the watch, helps kid to communicate with there family freely. More saver, more convenient.

HISTORY ROUTE: Route recording and history route playback up to three months from anywhere via website platform.

SOS BUTTON FOR HELPING: Encounter emergency situation, press SOS Button to send out the distress when emergency happened.

REMOTE MONITOR: Much more sensitive microphone, Monitoring all the sound around the device when emergency happened.

GSM TECHNOLOGY: QUAD band gsm technology.

SCREEBL PRO: Q50 battery with screebl pro technology helps more power saving or consumption of battery.

PEDOMETER: The pedometer is your health assistant., it can calculate your running distance and consumptions.
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